To this interpretation is linked the section on “la cortigiana and the commedia erudita.” Finally, the “cortigiana” is the papal court and Rome itself
(the eternal city is often associated with the figure of a whore). e association Rome-courtesan, which could be seen from the very beginning of the
play, seems to be—if the number of pages dedicated to this analysis can be
considered a sign of preference—Waddington’s preferred interpretation
as it is discussed in the brilliant and informative sections on “Rome and
Italy, –” and “e New Golden Age: Leonine Rome,” “Pasquino,” and
“Holding the Mirror up to Nature.” If Aretino, through this comedy, makes
you relive the atmosphere of the papal court, Waddington’s introduction
definitely follows suit.
Translations of original texts into other languages frequently tend to
betray the unique nature of their beauty, but this is not the case with Cortigiana. If translating a text is an act of interpretation—as is commonly
accepted—then we could say that Campbell, Sbrocchi and Waddington’s
interpretation of Aretino’s comedy is as excellent an example of translation
as one is likely to find.
Salvatore Bancheri
University of Toronto

Gregory M. Cook. One Heart, One Way: Alden Nowlan,
A Writer’s Life. Lawrencetown Beach, NS: Pottersfield
Press, 2003. 296 pp. $21.95.
Although Greg Cook’s biography is called One Heart, One Way,¹ in reading the life of Alden Nowlan, we hear many voices. Cook interviewed an
assortment of Nowlan’s friends, family and colleagues to present a multidimensional story of the writer’s life. In order to let Nowlan and his friends
tell Nowlan’s life story, Cook keeps his narrative to a minimum, filling
approximately half of the book with primary material including poetry,
interviews and letters. He meticulously reproduces the reminiscences
of friends and associates in their own voices, complete with all the “you
know’s,” “I mean’s,” and other colloquialisms. e participants attempt not
only to describe the man, but also to understand his motivations, and they
accept him despite his faults.
For example, Allan Donaldson, a  faculty member at the time
Nowlan was poet-in-residence, identifies his often-disguised shyness, and
he explains, “I think that at times, some of his famous explosions were the
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result of that shyness sort of being stirred up and then breaking out” ().
e commentary on Nowlan’s paternal grandmother made by Nowlan’s
childhood schoolmate Lawrence Anthony is another fine example. He identifies her “as an eccentric from ‘stories around the community, you know,
that she practiced her own medicine and stuff like that, I guess.… She used
to give us cookies now and again, and stuff like that.… She was friendly, as
far as that goes. But she kind of got a reputation of practicing witchcraft
and stuff like that, that Alden would refer to’” (). Although Cook edits
out some of the digressions, he maintains enough of the dialogue to give
the text an oral feel, sometimes letting another’s narration take over for
pages. e reproduction of selected Nowlan letters provides invaluable
information to scholars, including his thoughts on his own poetry and on
the concept of regionalism.
Although Cook was a close friend of Nowlan’s and he shares personal
memories of their relationship, he keeps his distance. e text, which he
calls “memoir-cum-biography” (), reads like a memoir in its anecdotal
form, but it follows Nowlan’s life chronologically as is typical of formal
biography. is distinction is important, as Patrick Toner’s biography, If I
Could Turn and Meet Myself () already supplies the latter. Cook’s version of Nowlan’s life is what he calls, “the completion of interviews Alden
Nowlan gave to Canadian literary magazines.” As poet Robert Bly points
out in the Preface, “Greg Cook has given us a book full of detail, full of letter,
poems and stories, and free of judgement.” He does not take sides in the
infamous Kent ompson incident, but leaves readers free to make their
own interpretations. Consequently, this book and Toner’s are complementary, and together they form a comprehensive portrait of a complex and
much-loved individual. e book expands on Toner’s by studying Nowlan’s
work biographically and by providing context for many of his most famous
poems. One of these is “What Happened When He Went to the Store for
Bread” for which Cook identifies the personalities and events presented
in the poem. He uses Nowlan’s poetry and letters to supply Nowlan’s own
voice and he interprets almost all of his writing autobiographically:
Alden develops alter egos in his work—such as an imaginary,
mad brother and the figures of animals, like the bull moose—to
salve his early wounds. His pain is relentless. It originates from
the same source as his compassion—the nightmares of the boy
… who chants: ‘When I grow up … there ain’t nothin’ gonna
hurt me,’ both in fiction and in verse: ‘When I am a man I will
not be afraid.’
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Over twenty
years after his
death, there is
a deficiency
of Nowlan
scholarship
but this book
helps builds
on the existing
criticism [and]
provides a solid
foundation of
biographical
scholarship.

Cook provides a thoroughly researched, almost month-by-month
chronicle of the events of Nowlan’s life. In laying out fact after fact, story
after story, Cook is determined not to leave anything out. is results in a
rich, but occasionally scattered, compilation. Extremely brief paragraphs
such as “He experiments with oil painting and adapts native legends to
short stories” () do not necessarily detract from the portrait as a whole,
but they catch the reader off-guard by their insubstantiality or inconsequence.
To offer coherence to the memoir, Cook announces, “I will begin by
tracing only one idea: the sacrament of healing the child inside.” However, this idea branches off into several different explorations of Nowlan’s
identity. He puts readers in touch with Alden Nowlan, the newspaperman
and highlights his “life-long preoccupation with politics” (). Of special
note is the interesting insight Cook provides into the impact of religion on
Nowlan’s life and writing. In this respect, Cook articulates a complicated,
and perhaps previously undefined, aspect of Nowlan’s personality: “Alden
writes to her [Celia Toomik] what may be as much about himself as it is
about Brittain. Alden advances a theory that ‘Miller Brittan was essentially
a passionately religious man who never found a religion’” (). Cook also
traces the development of the “quintessential Nowlan voice” () by
charting its development through specific years. For example, he claims
that in , “e highly derivative rhyming sonnets and tightly structured
stanzas of verse are giving way to direct speech” (). While other critics
frequently comment on the changes in Nowlan’s style, Cook supplies the
poetic influences that affected these movements.
Over twenty years after his death, there is a deficiency of Nowlan scholarship but this book helps builds on the existing criticism (in part, because it
converses with some of it) and, along with Toner’s previous work, provides
a solid foundation of biographical scholarship. Cook is adept at picking out
gems of Nowlan commentary, including clever remarks from his letters to
Fred Cogswell such as “All poets begin in imitating other poets and end in
imitating themselves” (), and at touching moments of vulnerability, as
in this one shared with Ray Fraser: “Once in the hospital I figured out one
of the chief reasons I didn’t want to die is I’m so damn curious. I’d hate to
think I wasn’t going to know what happened in the next instalment of the
serial” ().
Lauren Caines
University of Calgary
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Alice G. den Otter, ed. Relocating Praise: Literary
Modalities and Rhetorical Contexts. Toronto:
Canadian Scholars’ Press, 2000. 184. $19.95 paper.
Composed of eleven essays on a variety of texts, periods, and issues, the rich
diversity of this collection may seem to limit its usefulness to scholarship
in any one area. But the purpose of the collection is less to inform than to
transform, less to provide tools than to offer alternatives. e product of a
conference on the “Literary Modalities of Praise” at Lakehead University
(), the book remains true to the original project of “asking how praise
could modulate, deconstruct, and recreate our pleasure in reading and writing literary texts” (). e essays demonstrate that praise, and attention to
the practice or representation of praise, can be revelatory, discerning, and
generative; the collection as a whole, due to den Otter’s editorial contribution, urges an intellectual generosity and receptiveness lacking in the critical
environment today. e book, in other words, is an apologia for praise.
Den Otter sets the trajectory with her introduction. Using as a unifying
device “Call for Papers: An Apology,” a poem written by Rick Watson in
response to the original call for conference papers, she continually suggests the non-discursive, transformative power of praise: “praise requires
and yields an openness ().” As the papers unfold, “praise continuously
shifts locations, imaginatively beginning anew without starting over.… In
the words of the Praise Singer [Rick Watson], ‘never doubt that something
else, somewhere else / will make the praise your tongue cannot complete’”
(). She maintains this emphasis by placing the essays most congruent
with her apologia first and last, and by naming each of three subsections
with a derivative of the word “location,” sometimes at the risk appearing
precious.
e first two papers in “Allocations: e Practice of Praise” uncover
the noetic power of epideictic rhetoric. In “e Temporality of Praise,”
Karmen MacKendrick exuberantly engages the works of St Augustine,
Meister Eckhart, Friedrich Hölderlin, and Rainer Maria Rilke to explicate
the “epistemological” (), even mystical function of praise: non-linear
and non-discursive, praise does not inform or narrate, does not deliberBook Reviews | 

